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WORLDWIDE SERVICE & SUPPORT

Digi-Star and RDS are solid partners in after-sales, with 
services that manufacturers and their customers can rely 
on. Specialists offer product and troubleshooting training 
sessions for both sales and service departments. If required, 
these services are also offered onsite to the exporting OEMs’ 
distribution organisations. Manufacturers are always ensured 
optimal support from the Service team. It is the companies’ 
long standing commitment to providing world class  
service that has given them the flexibility to  
grow with customers’ needs.

DIGI-STAR / RDS TECHNOLOGY

INTRODUCTION

Digi-Star and RDS Technology, acquired in early 2015 
by the Topcon Positioning Group, are dedicated to the 
development, production and marketing of electronic 
weighing systems and precision field and farm management 
systems. These precision agricultural solutions are in 
operation all over the world. The companies continually strive 
to improve the quality of products, services and relationships. 
This is achieved by the active participation of creative, highly 
motivated, responsible people in a team environment.

In addition, a certified world-wide network of authorised 
warranty service centres handle customer needs locally.  
RDS Technology offers a range of standard catalogue 
products for retrofitting by factory-trained and approved 
distributors all over the world. These standard products 
monitor, measure or control and include on-board weighing, 
drill rate control, yield and moisture measurement.

RELIABLE PARTNER FOR FUTURE 
DEVELOPMENT

With their experience and focus on the agricultural 
industry, Digi-Star and RDS are the perfect partners for 
the OEM that wants to add a monitoring / control system 
to an existing range of machines or a new development. 

Digi-Star and RDS Technology offer the manufacturer 
high quality, precision and total solutions. With intensive 
supervision from the concept to the end product, the  
solution is tailored to meet the specific requirements of  
the application.

HIGH QUALITY

All products are designed especially for the 
conditions in the agricultural and industrial 
markets. Using the latest technologies, 
experienced design engineers select the 
most appropriate components and develop 
them into superior end products, meeting 
the specific requirements of the customer 
and market performance. The combination 
of advanced techniques and many years of 
experience ensure stable and reliable state 
of the art product functionality. 

PRECISION FIELD & FARM 
MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS

n Head Office Digi-Star LLC
n RDS Technology Ltd.
n Digi-Star Europe B.V.
• Warranty Service Centres
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PRECISION FIELD & FARM MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS

Digi-Star and RDS Technology deliver full system solutions for nutrient 
application, planting, seeding, harvest, baling, feeding and on-board weighing 
applications. In addition to providing accurate durable measurement hardware,  
they have developed robust control systems and data management software.  
Each product is designed and tested to work daily on field and farm.  
Data generated can easily be transferred to a user’s computer for efficiency,  
productivity and management purposes.

SPREADING & FERTILISING

RDS Technology and Digi-Star offer accurate, fast responding and  
user-friendly regulation and monitoring for manure and trailed belt spreaders.

The iSOCAN APOLLO controls the floor conveyor speed of the spreader 
proportional to forward speed. Dynamic calibration from on-board load cells 
enables the system to maintain accuracy irrespective of product density 
changes. User-friendly and highly accurate, the iSOCAN APOLLO has 2x 
camera inputs along with GPS Guidance and VRA capabilities. Available also  
in ISOBUS-compatible version.

The M-SPREAD is a simple solution providing basic electro-hydraulic control of 
a manure spreader i.e. floor speed control, slurry gate up/down etc. Additional 
sensors enable operational information to be viewed such as area covered, 
distance travelled, job duration. Export to USB option. System can interface 
with Epsilon sensors for a static weighing feature to bring further data to the  
operator i.e. average tonnes/ha, tonnes spread etc.

The new iSOCAN ATHENE provides a clear and ergonomic user interface. 
Load cells on the machine constantly measure the weight of product in the 
spreader and the floor speed is continuously adjusted to achieve the correct 
target application rate. The ATHENE system quickly reacts to changes in 
product characteristics or spreading conditions without having to adjust or 
calibrate the machine. Other important spreader functions such as spinner 
speed can also be monitored, with warnings being triggered if they are not 
operating correctly. For machines without load cells the system can still be  
used as a rate controller, either by using a known product density or  
selecting the product from a pre-defined list.
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SEEDING & DRILLING

In response to increasing adoption of variable rate 
technology and requirement for control of multiple  
products, RDS has developed a multi-channel electric  
drive system (ARTEMIS) providing the control and 
monitoring requirements of the modern seed drill.

With ARTEMIS the traditional land wheel drive is replaced 
with an electric motor drive and a sophisticated ECU to 
maintain proportional to forward speed control and  
provide variable rate functionality.

The iSOCAN ARTEMIS is a multi-channel electric drive 
system which provides the normal monitoring/control 

functions a modern seed drill requires. Software 
is configurable to control up to 4 products/ 

motors and also has the option of integrated 
blockage monitoring of air hoses. Like all other 

iSOCAN systems, it has Precision Farming functionality 
and Guidance/ Section Control capability. The system is 

also available to function with ISOBUS UTs.

Also available to OEMs and end users is the PSi Artemis 
which can control up to 2 channels. Like iSOCAN, the  
Psi also has Precision Farming functionality.

Artemis Lite is a more cost-effective 
electric drive solution for single product/ 
channel drills for those who require a  
simple and manual variable rate facility.

RDS also has a range of basic monitors  
for drill control/ monitoring functionality.

SEEDING  
& DRILLING

SEEDING  
& DRILLING

RDS Blockage 
Sensor Unit
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The WEIGHLOG a10 is an advanced on-board 
weighing system for compact and smaller loaders. 
It incorporates the latest colour touchscreen 
technology providing a user-friendly on-board 
weighing system that can be used for trailer and 
hopper loading, batch blending or  
check weighing.

LIFTLOG 1000 is a cost effective weighing system 
with 0.5% accuracy, designed specifically for forklift 
trucks operating in the fastest despatch yard or 
warehouse loading environments. 

Weighing on the forklift removes the need to travel 
to a static floor scale often remotely located from 
the stock location or loading bay.

RDS Technology offers on-board weighing 
systems for all types of agricultural loaders.

The RDS LOADMASTER a100 is an 
all new CAN-based system designed for 
wheeled loaders, setting a benchmark 
for the industry, combining cutting edge 
sensor technology and signal processing 
techniques and providing precise and 
consistent weight information.

With the ever increasing focus on 
productivity, LOADMASTER a100 
has been designed to operate within the 
fastest loading environments and toughest 
of conditions compensating for uneven, 
sloped ground and restricted loading areas 
reducing cycle times and maximising tons 
per hour performance.

Loading correctly first time eradicates 
return trips to the stockpile reducing vehicle 
movement, fuel usage and machine and 
tyre wear.

iSOSYNC enables cost effective two-way 
remote communication with a central 
computer for the transfer of job data.

The system can be one or two-way and is 
designed to operate fully automatically and 
without changing the loading routine for the 
mobile operator.

Job instructions are sent direct to  
the loader operator.

After each vehicle is loaded and the ‘Clear’ 
button pressed to reset the instrument, the 
loading record is transmitted back to the 
central computer and can be logged into 
the load management software.

iSOSYNC can be remotely accessed 
utilising standard query language (SQL), 
acting as a bridge module between the  
on-board weighing system and a 
customer’s existing load management 
software package.

ON-BOARD
WEIGHING

ON-BOARD WEIGHING
The advantages of on-board weighing include:

 Traceability, e.g. nitrate application recording loads in the instruments’ 
product stores, time and date stamped. Weighing each load of muck and 
lime builds field profiles and makes record-keeping simpler, particularly 
with organic systems.

On-board weighing ensures trucks or trailers are loaded correctly - neither 
under or overloaded.

This ensures you cross the weighbridge or truck scale first time with no 
return trips to the stockpile for product to be added or removed to keep 
you road-legal.

Check weighing bales - both round and square as they come off the field 
and again at feeding, indicates how dry matter levels have changed during 
storage and the mass of each bale.

Accurately portioning-out clamp grass silage – taking shear grab 
bites down the clamp profile reveals weight discrepancies, removing 
guesswork.

ON-BOARD
WEIGHING
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YIELD MONITORING

The Ceres 8000i is a yield monitoring instrument that enables you to see and 
map your yield as you cut. It is a dynamically accurate, continuous crop yield 
measurement system which can be easily installed onto virtually any combine.  
The monitor head unit can also be easily transferred between different machines. 
You will require a suitable DGPS receiver and a ‘Data Logging module’ to  
go yield mapping.

The COMBINE MOISTURE  
METER 100 is an easy-to-use moisture 
meter for combines that gives the 
operator a continuous and dynamic 
display of grain moisture. Both Ceres 
and Combine Moisture Meter can 
be retrofitted on all types of combine, 
new or used, and are suitable for all 
combinable crops, including grass seed 
and oilseeds.

iSOCAN ENHANCEMENTS

With the inclusion of a HOME screen ‘dashboard’ 
the iSOCAN user can access either of the 2 camera 
inputs in addition to launching the main application 
software. When required VRA, GPS guidance, section 
control and ISOBUS UT/FC functionality can also be 
purchased and unlocked giving a comprehensive 
control and monitor user interface.

Guidance

Reverse Camera

VRT

Section Control

Application Software

YIELD 
MONITORING

iSOCAN 
ENHANCEMENTS
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MOISTURE MEASURING

The Moisture Tracker™ is an affordable hand-held, Near-
Infra-Red (NIR) scanning device, which rapidly and accurately 
measures and records the dry matter and moisture content of 
feeds, forages or crops on site. The Moisture Tracker enables 
you to quickly react to changes in dry matter. 

The Moisture Tracker™ can be used in different  
agricultural applications.

For livestock producers to quickly 
react to changes in dry matter 
thus ensuring that the ration 
delivered matches the ration 
calculated. 

For nutritionists it is extremely 
helpful to know the dry matter 
content accurately and 
instantaneously. 

Biogas producers can measure 
dry matter before loading to 
secure sufficient dry matter for 
fermentation. 

In order to determine the best 
harvest time, samples can be taken 

beforehand. Samples are also taken 
during harvest to accurately establish the 

moisture content of the plants at a specific time. 

In short, the Moisture Tracker saves money and time, 
improves feed quality and consequently also improves 
productivity and efficiency.

HARVESTING

Harvest Tracker™ is a  
full-featured system that  
provides significant field recording 
and management benefits for  
farmers and custom harvesters.

The Harvest Tracker™ precision management system 
allows easy download of collected data via USB-stick. 
Proprietary software, easily installed on a PC and available 
in the cloud, captures the recorded data and organises it 
into reports in excel or PDF-format. Harvest Tracker™ is 
easy-to-use and with AutoLogTM2 there are no missed 
loads; you have full control of the system.

Harvest Tracker™ has the option to be compatible 
with leading universal ISOBUS terminals in agriculture, 
decreasing cab clutter. 

With the Harvest Tracker™ App 
on your Android or iOS smartphone 
or tablet you can easily view, 
add and edit your harvest data, 
wherever you are. You have also 
the ability to transfer data 
to the cloud. Available from 
Play Store or App Store,  
free of charge.

HARVESTING MOISTURE 
MEASURING

Digi-Star Load Cell
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FEEDING

TMR Tracker™ is a multi-featured Windows® based 
system that provides livestock farmers with a total 
solution to manage feed cost, promote efficiency 
and improve production. Feed ingredients, recipes, 
production groups and feed mixer information 
are entered using the PC. DataLink® (wireless) 
or a USB-stick is used to send information to the 
indicator in the cabin or on the feed mixer. This 
displays the ingredient to be fed, its weight, mixing 
time, as well as the corresponding group information. 
During feeding the actual weights loaded and fed  
are saved and sent back to the PC.

Cab Control™ is a wireless remote display and 
control system installed in the loader cab, that 
works seamlessly with the mixer scale indicator. 
There is no need to leave the loader cab during 
loading. You can view Recipe, Resize, and more 
and control the standard scale functions. The 
system gives direct access to basic loading 
settings, loaded weights and ingredients. It 
allows resizing of head numbers or total weights 
and it is easy to navigate through the rations. 
The resistive touch screen technology allows 
users to operate it with gloves on.

With the Cab Control™ App you will have 
the same Cab Control™ functionality 
available on your Android or iOS smartphone 
or tablet as on you regular Cab Control™ 
unit. This makes loading more efficient, more 
accurate and easier. Available on Play Store 
or App Store free of charge.

TMR Tracker™  
can be used in different farm applications: 

The TMR Tracker™ Dairy version contains special functions for the dairy farmer 
to monitor and control the feeding process, for example measurement of the dry 
matter efficiency. It is possible to measure the yields of milk in kg versus the fed 
ingredients in kg, per group or per cow.

Beef Tracker™ is a specialized version of the feed management software for beef 
cattle farms. It allows you to track cattle by lot, create data reports for ADG (average 
daily gain) and feed cost per kg of gain, make Dry Matter conversions and closeout 
summary reports. Also a Bunk Reader Module is available.

The TMR Tracker™ Contractor version is developed for the independent 
contractor to be able to manage and control the feed process for multiple 
customers. The workflow becomes easier to control because time and tonnage is 
tracked. Billing per customer per minute or tons fed becomes easy.

If you need to manage and control the feeding process from a head office, a special 
TMR Tracker™ Central Office version is available through which all data is saved 
on a central server.

TMR Tracker™ Online 
enables online data 
exchange with your 
nutrition / advisory team 
and gives you worldwide 
access to your data.

With TMR Tracker™ Touch, changes in dry 
matter, feeding and animal data can be managed 
in real-time from anywhere on your smartphone or 
tablet, if you have an internet connection. You can 

also view different kinds of key 
reports for instant knowledge of 
your herd‘s performance.

FEEDING FEEDING



Digi-Star International
Digi-Star Europe B.V.
J. F. Kennedylaan 235
NL - 5981 WZ Panningen
Niederlande

Tel: +31 (0)77 462 92 64
Email: dsinfo@digi-star.com

RDS Technology Ltd
Cirencester Road 
Minchinhampton
Stroud, Glos, GL6 9BH
England 

Tel: +44 (0)1453 733300
Email: info@rdstec.com

Digi-Star LLC
W5527 Hwy 106
Fort Atkinson
WI 53538
USA

Tel: +1 800-225-7695
Email: sales@digi-star.com

www.digi-star.com 
www.rdstec.com 
www.topconpositioning.com

Digi-Star and RDS Technology, both part of the Topcon 
Positioning Group, are leading suppliers of total electronic 
instrumentation solutions in monitoring, measuring and control  
for the mobile machinery industry.

We service our worldwide customers through three locations; the 
headquarters in Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin, USA, our international 
sales, service and distribution Centre, located in Panningen, The 
Netherlands and the design, manufacturing, sales and distribution 
facilities of RDS Technology in Gloucestershire, United Kingdom.

Our engineers work closely with machinery manufacturers to  
provide efficient, economical solutions.
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